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REFOSCO DAL PEDUNCOLO ROSSO
FRIULI

Denomination of Controlled Origin (DOC)

Bosco Bando   Not far from the peaceful Marano Lagoon one finds Carlino, a place of 
quiet contemplation where the clean smell of the sea and earth mingle, where a soft but constant breeze caresses 
the clayey terrain, keeping it dry and healthy. It is a quiet world imbued with a magical atmosphere, far from the 
distracting sounds of modern civilisation. Our vines grow peacefully here; they become lush and prosper under 
the tender loving care given them by those who are truly passionate about making great wine. 
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Red.

100% Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso.

DOC Friuli.

13%.

Carlino (UD) Bosco Bando vineyards.

1,4 hectares.

Guyot.

4.500 vines per hectare.

8.000 kilograms.

Clayey.

Well ventilated with cool night temperatures 
and moderate rainfall.

Manually when the grape has reached the correct level of 
maturity.

Use of modern stainless steel aging vats. Steeps for 21 days 
with wine pressing and delestage. Fermentation occurs for 12 
days with selected yeasts.
Followed by pressing, decantation and malolactic 
fermentation.

Thirteen months in stainless steel vats letting the wine to be 
structured and completed in the perfumes.

Minimum four months in the bottle.

Intense purple red.

Violets and mature plum perfumes, vanilla and pepper; in the 
glass blueberry and toasty aromas are released.

Warm and full bodied with pleasant red fruit sensations. The 
structure is typical of this great vine.

Feathered game, stews and strong flavoured meats.

16-18°C


